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David Adjaye is one of Britain's leading contemporary architects. Known for his domestic projects, Making Public
Buildings focuses for the first time on Adjaye's engagement with civic space and the built environment.
An inviting, fascinating compendium of twenty-one of history's most famous lost places, from the Tower of Babel to the
Twin Towers Buildings are more like us than we realize. They can be born into wealth or poverty, enjoying every privilege
or struggling to make ends meet. They have parents—gods, kings and emperors, governments, visionaries and
madmen—as well as friends and enemies. They have duties and responsibilities. They can endure crises of faith and
purpose. They can succeed or fail. They can live. And, sooner or later, they die. In Fallen Glory, James Crawford
uncovers the biographies of some of the world’s most fascinating lost and ruined buildings, from the dawn of civilization
to the cyber era. The lives of these iconic structures are packed with drama and intrigue. Soap operas on the grandest
scale, they feature war and religion, politics and art, love and betrayal, catastrophe and hope. Frequently their afterlives
have been no less dramatic—their memories used and abused down the millennia for purposes both sacred and profane.
They provide the stage for a startling array of characters, including Gilgamesh, the Cretan Minotaur, Agamemnon,
Nefertiti, Genghis Khan, Henry VIII, Catherine the Great, Adolf Hitler, and even Bruce Springsteen. The twenty-one
structures Crawford focuses on include The Tower of Babel, The Temple of Jerusalem, The Library of Alexandria, The
Bastille, Kowloon Walled City, the Berlin Wall, and the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center. Ranging from the deserts
of Iraq, the banks of the Nile and the cloud forests of Peru, to the great cities of Jerusalem, Istanbul, Paris, Rome,
London and New York, Fallen Glory is a unique guide to a world of vanished architecture. And, by picking through the
fragments of our past, it asks what history’s scattered ruins can tell us about our own future.
One of Planetizen's Top Planning Books for 2017 - San Francisco Chronicle's 2016 Holiday Books Gift Guide Pick What
makes a great city? City planner and architect Alexander Garvin set out to answer this question by observing cities,
largely in North America and Europe, with special attention to Paris, London, New York, and Vienna. For Garvin,
greatness is about what people who shape cities can do to make a city great. A great city is a dynamic, constantly
changing place that residents and their leaders can reshape to satisfy their demands. Most importantly, it is about the
interplay between people and public realm, and how they have interacted throughout history to create great cities. What
Makes a Great City will help readers understand that any city can be changed for the better and inspire entrepreneurs,
public officials, and city residents to do it themselves.
“All too often,” wrote disabled architect Ronald Mace, “designers don’t take the needs of disabled and elderly people
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into account.” Building Access investigates twentieth-century strategies for designing the world with disability in mind.
Commonly understood in terms of curb cuts, automatic doors, Braille signs, and flexible kitchens, Universal Design
purported to create a built environment for everyone, not only the average citizen. But who counts as “everyone,” Aimi
Hamraie asks, and how can designers know? Blending technoscience studies and design history with critical disability,
race, and feminist theories, Building Access interrogates the historical, cultural, and theoretical contexts for these
questions, offering a groundbreaking critical history of Universal Design. Hamraie reveals that the twentieth-century shift
from “design for the average” to “design for all” took place through liberal political, economic, and scientific structures
concerned with defining the disabled user and designing in its name. Tracing the co-evolution of accessible design for
disabled veterans, a radical disability maker movement, disability rights law, and strategies for diversifying the
architecture profession, Hamraie shows that Universal Design was not just an approach to creating new products or
spaces, but also a sustained, understated activist movement challenging dominant understandings of disability in
architecture, medicine, and society. Illustrated with a wealth of rare archival materials, Building Access brings together
scientific, social, and political histories in what is not only the pioneering critical account of Universal Design but also a
deep engagement with the politics of knowing, making, and belonging in twentieth-century United States.
Collects images of buildings and structures around the world from photographers that include Laura Gilpin, Lewis W.
Hine, and William Henry Fox Talbot.
Jeff Speck has dedicated his career to determining what makes cities thrive. And he has boiled it down to one key factor:
walkability. The very idea of a modern metropolis evokes visions of bustling sidewalks, vital mass transit, and a vibrant,
pedestrian-friendly urban core. But in the typical American city, the car is still king, and downtown is a place that's easy to
drive to but often not worth arriving at. Making walkability happen is relatively easy and cheap; seeing exactly what needs
to be done is the trick. In this essential new book, Speck reveals the invisible workings of the city, how simple decisions
have cascading effects, and how we can all make the right choices for our communities. Bursting with sharp observations
and real-world examples, giving key insight into what urban planners actually do and how places can and do change,
Walkable City lays out a practical, necessary, and eminently achievable vision of how to make our normal American cities
great again.
A healthy building does more than conserve resources: it improves the health and productivity of the people inside.
Joseph Allen and John Macomber look at everything from the air we breathe to the water we drink to how light, sound,
and materials impact our performance and wellbeing and drive business profit.
The rich field of urban law has thus far lacked a holistic and concerted scholarly focus on comparative and global
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perspectives. This work offers new inroads into the global and comparative streams within urban law by presenting
emerging frameworks and approaches to topics ranging from urban housing and land use to legal informality and
consumer financial protection. The volume brings together a group of international urban legal scholars to highlight
emergent global, interdisciplinary perspectives within the field of urban law, particularly as they have import for
comparative legal analysis. The book presents a timely addition to the literature given the urgent legal issues that
continue to surface in an age of rapid urbanization and globalization.
"A journalist travels the world and investigates current socioeconomic theories of happiness to discover why most modern cities
are designed to make us miserable, what we can do to change this, and why we have more to learn from poor cities than from
prosperous ones"-Extraordinary architecture addresses so much more than mere practical considerations. It inspires and provokes while creating a
seamless experience of the physical world for its users. It is the rare writer that can frame the discussion of a building in a way that
allows the reader to see it with new eyes. Writing About Architecture is a handbook on writing effectively and critically about
buildings and cities. Each chapter opens with a reprint of a significant essay written by a renowned architecture critic, followed by a
close reading and discussion of the writer's strategies. Lange offers her own analysis using contemporary examples as well as a
checklist of questions at the end of each chapter to help guide the writer. This important addition to the Architecture Briefs series is
based on the author's design writing courses at New York University and the School of Visual Arts. Lange also writes a popular
online column for Design Observer and has written for Dwell, Metropolis, New York magazine, and The New York Times. Writing
About Architecture includes analysis of critical writings by Ada Louise Huxtable, Lewis Mumford, Herbert Muschamp, Michael
Sorkin, Charles Moore, Frederick Law Olmsted, and Jane Jacobs. Architects covered include Marcel Breuer, Diller Scofidio +
Renfro, Field Operations, Norman Foster, Frank Gehry, Frederick Law Olmsted, SOM, Louis Sullivan, and Frank Lloyd Wright.
Over the last 50 years architect Jan Gehl has changed the way that we think about architecture and city planning--moving from the
Modernist separation of uses to a human-scale approach inviting people to use their cities. People Cities tells the inside story of
how Gehl learned to study urban spaces and implement his people-centered approach in car-dominated cities. It discusses the
work, theory, life, and influence of Gehl from the perspective of those who have worked with him in cities across the globe. It will
inspire anyone who wants to create vibrant, human-scale cities and understand the ideas and work of the architect who has most
influenced urban design.
The quality of life of millions of people living in cities could be improved if the form of the city were to evolve in a manner
appropriate to its climatic context. Climatically responsive urban design is vital to any notion of sustainability: it enables individual
buildings to make use of renewable energy sources for passive heating and cooling, it enhances pedestrian comfort and activity in
outdoor spaces, and it may even encourage city dwellers to moderate their dependence on private vehicles. Urban Microclimate
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bridges the gap between climatology research and applied urban design. It provides architects and urban design professionals
with an understanding of how the structure of the built environment at all scales affects microclimatic conditions in the space
between buildings, and analyzes the interaction between microclimate and each of the elements of the urban landscape. In the
first two sections of the book, the extensive body of work on this subject by climatologists and geographers is presented in the
language of architecture and planning professionals. The third section follows each step in the design process, and in part four a
critical analysis of selected case study projects provides a demonstration of the complexity of applied urban design. Practitioners
will find in this book a useful guide to consult, as they address these key environmental issues in their own work.
You can use this book to design a house for yourself with your family; you can use it to work with your neighbors to improve your
town and neighborhood; you can use it to design an office, or a workshop, or a public building. And you can use it to guide you in
the actual process of construction. After a ten-year silence, Christopher Alexander and his colleagues at the Center for
Environmental Structure are now publishing a major statement in the form of three books which will, in their words, "lay the basis
for an entirely new approach to architecture, building and planning, which will we hope replace existing ideas and practices
entirely." The three books are The Timeless Way of Building, The Oregon Experiment, and this book, A Pattern Language. At the
core of these books is the idea that people should design for themselves their own houses, streets, and communities. This idea
may be radical (it implies a radical transformation of the architectural profession) but it comes simply from the observation that
most of the wonderful places of the world were not made by architects but by the people. At the core of the books, too, is the point
that in designing their environments people always rely on certain "languages," which, like the languages we speak, allow them to
articulate and communicate an infinite variety of designs within a forma system which gives them coherence. This book provides a
language of this kind. It will enable a person to make a design for almost any kind of building, or any part of the built environment.
"Patterns," the units of this language, are answers to design problems (How high should a window sill be? How many stories
should a building have? How much space in a neighborhood should be devoted to grass and trees?). More than 250 of the
patterns in this pattern language are given: each consists of a problem statement, a discussion of the problem with an illustration,
and a solution. As the authors say in their introduction, many of the patterns are archetypal, so deeply rooted in the nature of
things that it seemly likely that they will be a part of human nature, and human action, as much in five hundred years as they are
today.
On Weathering illustrates the complex nature of the architectural project by taking into account its temporality, linking technical
problems of maintenance and decay with a focused consideration of their philosophical and ethical implications.In a clear and
direct account supplemented by many photographs commissioned for this book, Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow examine buildings
and other projects from Alberti to Le Corbusier to show that the continual refinishing of the building by natural forces adds to,
rather than detracts from, architectural meaning. Their central discovery, that weathering makes the "final" state of the construction
necessarily indefinite, challenges the conventional notion of a building's completeness. By recognizing the inherent uncertainty and
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inevitability of weathering and by viewing the concept of weathering as a continuation of the building process rather than as a force
antagonistic to it, the authors offer alternative readings of historical constructions and potential beginnings for new architectural
projects.
Although rarely explored in academic literature, most inhabitants and visitors interact with an urban landscape on a day-to-day
basis is on the street level. Storefronts, first floor apartments, and sidewalks are the most immediate and common experience of a
city. These "plinths" are the ground floors that negotiate between inside and outside, the public and private spheres. The City at
Eye Level qualitatively evaluates plinths by exploring specific examples from all over the world. Over twenty-five experts
investigate the design, land use, and road and foot traffic in rigorously researched essays, case studies, and interviews. These
pieces are supplemented by over two hundred beautiful color images and engage not only with issues in design, but also the
concerns of urban communities. The editors have put together a comprehensive guide for anyone concerned with improving or
building plinths, including planners, building owners, property and shop managers, designers, and architects.
Illustrated with hundreds of illuminating line drawings, this classic guide reveals virtually every secret of a building's function: how it
stands up, keeps its occupants safe and comfortable, gets built, grows old, and dies--and why some buildings do this so much
better than others. Drawing on things he's learned from the many buildings he himself designed (and in some cases built with his
own hands), Edward Allen explains complex phenomena such as the role of the sun in heating buildings and the range of
structural devices that are used for support, from trusses and bearing walls to post-tensioned concrete beams and corbeled vaults.
He stresses the importance of intelligent design in dealing with such problems as overheating and overcooling, excessive energy
use, leaky roofs and windows, fire safety, and noisy interiors. He serves up some surprises: thermal insulation is generally a better
investment than solar collectors; board fences are not effective noise barriers; there's one type of window that can be left open
during a rainstorm. The new edition emphasizes "green" architecture and eco-conscious design and construction. It features a
prologue on sustainable construction, and includes new information on topics such as the collapse of the World Trade Center, sick
building syndrome, and EIFS failures and how they could have been prevented. Allen also highlights the array of amazing new
building materials now available, such as self-cleaning glass, photovoltaics, transparent ceramics, cloud gel, and super-highstrength concrete and structural fibers. Edward Allen makes it easy for everyone--from armchair architects and sidewalk
superintendents to students of architecture and construction--to understand the mysteries and complexities of even the largest
building, from how it recycles waste and controls the movement of air, to how it is kept alive and growing.
It is becoming increasingly accepted that greater urban density is required to achieve more sustainable patterns of life, in order to reduce
energy consumption and thus combat climate change. The concentration of people in denser cities ¿ sharing space, infrastructure, and
facilities ¿ offers much greater energy efficiency than the expanded horizontal city, which requires more land usage as well as higher energy
expenditure to facilitate infrastructure and mobility. However, the full implications of this push to greater density, especially vertical density,
are not fully understood, and cities around the world ¿ including both emerging and established skyscraper cities¿ are grappling with the
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question of how to move towards greater height and density while still maintaining a high quality of life.As the world population continues to
densify, the need for urban amenities becomes amplified; cities must increasingly buffer or compensate for an expanding urban population.
The development of open spaces of various scales will help offset the effects of neighborhoods increasingly filled with tall buildings. This
CTBUH Technical Guide analyzes how to approach urban habitat adjoining tall buildings, highlighting case studies of open spaces at varying
scales to help readers understand the ingredients that make them successful ¿ or the lack of ingredients that holds them back from their full
potential. In addition, public spaces across cities are analyzed holistically to determine how cities as an organic whole approach the concept
of urban habitat.This Technical Guide is the product of years of research by the CTBUH Urban Habitat / Urban Design Committee, which was
formed to study the role of tall buildings within a city and how those tall buildings affect the quality of life for those that live or work within
them. It is part of a series of Technical Guides that provides practical state-of-the-art technical details on specific areas of skyscraper
research, offering a wealth of knowledge essential for industry professionals, academic researchers, and all others interested in the
relationship between skyscrapers and urban habitat.
Imagine waking up to the gentle noises of the city, and moving through your day with complete confidence that you will get where you need to
go quickly and efficiently. Soft City is about ease and comfort, where density has a human dimension, adapting to our ever-changing needs,
nurturing relationships, and accommodating the pleasures of everyday life. How do we move from the current reality in most cites—separated
uses and lengthy commutes in single-occupancy vehicles that drain human, environmental, and community resources—to support a soft city
approach? In Soft City David Sim, partner and creative director at Gehl, shows how this is possible, presenting ideas and graphic examples
from around the globe. He draws from his vast design experience to make a case for a dense and diverse built environment at a human
scale, which he presents through a series of observations of older and newer places, and a range of simple built phenomena, some
traditional and some totally new inventions. Sim shows that increasing density is not enough. The soft city must consider the organization and
layout of the built environment for more fluid movement and comfort, a diversity of building types, and thoughtful design to ensure a
sustainable urban environment and society. Soft City begins with the big ideas of happiness and quality of life, and then shows how they are
tied to the way we live. The heart of the book is highly visual and shows the building blocks for neighborhoods: building types and their
organization and orientation; how we can get along as we get around a city; and living with the weather. As every citizen deals with the reality
of a changing climate, Soft City explores how the built environment can adapt and respond. Soft City offers inspiration, ideas, and guidance
for anyone interested in city building. Sim shows how to make any city more efficient, more livable, and better connected to the environment.
Robert Hughes once described Michael Sorkin as “unique in America––brave, principled, highly informed and fiercely funny.” All Over the
Map confirms all of these superlatives as Sorkin assaults “the national security city, with its architecture of manufactured fear.”
In an era of brash, expensive, provocative new buildings, a prominent critic argues that emotions—such as hope, power, sex, and our
changing relationship to the idea of home—are the most powerful force behind architecture, yesterday and (especially) today. We are living in
the most dramatic period in architectural history in more than half a century: a time when cityscapes are being redrawn on a yearly basis,
architects are testing the very idea of what a building is, and whole cities are being invented overnight in exotic locales or here in the United
States. Now, in a bold and wide-ranging new work, Rowan Moore—former director of the Architecture Foundation, now the architecture critic
for The Observer—explores the reasons behind these changes in our built environment, and how they in turn are changing the way we live in
the world. Taking as his starting point dramatic examples such as the High Line in New York City and the outrageous island experiment of
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Dubai, Moore then reaches far and wide: back in time to explore the Covent Garden brothels of eighteenth-century London and the fetishistic
minimalism of Adolf Loos; across the world to assess a software magnate’s grandiose mansion in Atlanta and Daniel Libeskind’s failed
design for the World Trade Center site; and finally to the deeply naturalistic work of Lina Bo Bardi, whom he celebrates as the most
underrated architect of the modern era.
In every city, the urban spaces that form the public realm—ranging from city streets, neighborhood squares, and parks to public facilities such
as libraries and markets—account for about one-third of the city’s total land area, on average. Despite this significance, the potential for these
public-space assets—typically owned and managed by local governments—to transform urban life and city functioning is often overlooked for
many reasons: other pressing city priorities arising from rapid urbanization, poor urban planning, and financial constraints. The resulting
degradation of public spaces into congested, vehicle-centric, and polluted places often becomes a liability, creating a downward spiral that
leads to a continuous drain on public resources and exacerbating various city problems. In contrast, the cities that invest in the creation of
human-centered, environmentally sustainable, economically vibrant, and socially inclusive places—in partnership with government entities,
communities, and other private stakeholders—perform better. They implement smart and sustainable strategies across their public space
asset life cycles to yield returns on investment far exceeding monetary costs, ultimately enhancing city livability, resilience, and
competitiveness. The Hidden Wealth of Cities: Creating, Financing, and Managing Public Spaces discusses the complexities that surround
the creation and management of successful public spaces and draws on the analyses and experiences from city case studies from around
the globe. This book identifies—through the lens of asset management—a rich palette of creative and innovative strategies that every city can
undertake to plan, finance, and manage both government-owned and privately owned public spaces.
In The Power of Existing Buildings, academic sustainability expert Robert Sroufe, and construction and building experts Craig Stevenson and
Beth Eckenrode, explain how to realize the potential of existing buildings and make them perform like new. This step-by-step guide will help
readers to: understand where to start a project; develop financial models and realize costs savings; assemble an expert team; and align goals
with numerous sustainability programs. The Power of Existing Buildings will challenge you to rethink spaces where people work and play,
while determining how existing buildings can save the world. The insights and practical experience of Sroufe, Stevenson, and Eckenrode,
along with the project case study examples, provide new insights on investing in existing buildings for building owners, engineers, occupants,
architects, and real estate and construction professionals.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex’s first children’s book, The Bench, beautifully captures the special
relationship between father and son, as seen through a mother’s eyes. The book’s storytelling and illustration give us snapshots of shared
moments that evoke a deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion. This is your bench Where you’ll witness great joy. From here
you will rest See the growth of our boy. In The Bench, Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly captures the evolving and expanding
relationship between father and son and reminds us of the many ways that love can take shape and be expressed in a modern family.
Evoking a deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion, The Bench gives readers a window into shared and enduring moments
between a diverse group of fathers and sons—moments of peace and reflection, trust and belief, discovery and learning, and lasting comfort.
Working in watercolor for the first time, Caldecott-winning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson expands on his signature style to bring joy
and softness to the pages, reflecting the beauty of a father’s love through a mother’s eyes. With a universal message, this thoughtful and
heartwarming read-aloud is destined to be treasured by families for generations to come.
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A strikingly original, beautifully narrated history of Western architecture and the cultural transformations that it represents Concrete, marble,
steel, brick: little else made by human hands seems as stable, as immutable, as a building. Yet the life of any structure is neither fixed nor
timeless. Outliving their original contexts and purposes, buildings are forced to adapt to each succeeding age. To survive, they must become
shape-shifters. In an inspired refashioning of architectural history, Edward Hollis recounts more than a dozen stories of such metamorphosis,
highlighting the way in which even the most familiar structures all change over time into "something rich and strange." The Parthenon, that
epitome of a ruined temple, was for centuries a working church and then a mosque; the cathedral of Notre Dame was "restored" to a design
that none of its original makers would have recognized. Remains of the Berlin Wall, meanwhile, which was once gleefully smashed and
bulldozed, are now treated as precious relics. With The Secret Lives of Buildings, Edward Hollis recounts the most enthralling of these
metamorphoses and shows how buildings have come to embody the history of Western culture.

An eminent sociologist and bestselling author offers an inspiring blueprint for rebuilding a fractured society. "Comprehensive,
entertaining, and compellingÉ"--Jon Stewart. A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice.s' Choice.
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the planning and implementation of this special kind of garden, taking the
concrete planning process as its guide. From design fundamentals and concept development with different typology variants all
the way to the choice of materials, the various construction principles, and building services, all subjects relevant to planning are
comprehensively presented. The planning information is illustrated with numerous international examples, with projects ranging
from a "green wall" as interior design element and private house gardens in Australia, New Zealand, and Germany all the way to
award – winning ecological office buildings in the USA and the Netherlands, an old - age home in Sweden, and an indoor park in
Canada.
Buildings shape our identity and sense of self in profound ways that are not always evident to architects and town planners, or
even to those who think they are intimately familiar with the buildings they inhabit. Architecture and the Mimetic Self provides a
useful theoretical guide to our unconscious behaviour in relation to buildings, and explains both how and why we are drawn to
specific elements and features of architectural design. It reveals how even the most uninspiring of buildings can be modified to
meet our unconscious expectations and requirements of them—and, by the same token, it explores the repercussions for our
wellbeing when buildings fail to do so. Criteria for effective architectural design have for a long time been grounded in utilitarian
and aesthetic principles of function, efficiency, cost, and visual impact. Although these are important considerations, they often fail
to meet the fundamental needs of those who inhabit and use buildings. Misconceptions are rife, not least because our responses
to architecture are often difficult to measure, and are in large part unconscious. By bridging psychoanalytic thought and
architectural theory, Architecture and the Mimetic Self frees the former from its preoccupations with interpersonal human relations
to address the vital relationships that we establish with our nonhuman environments. In addition to providing a guide to the
unconscious behaviours that are most relevant for evaluating architectural design, this book explains how our relationships with
the built environment inform a more expansive and useful psychoanalytic theory of human relationship and identity. It will appeal to
psychoanalysts and analytical psychologists, architects, and all who are interested in the overlaps of psychology, architecture, and
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the built environment.
Building on the success of its second edition, the third edition of the Sustainable Urban Development Reader provides a generous
selection of classic and contemporary readings giving a broad introduction to this topic. It begins by tracing the roots of the
sustainable development concept in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, before presenting readings on a number of
dimensions of the sustainability concept. Topics covered include land use and urban design, transportation, ecological planning
and restoration, energy and materials use, economic development, social and environmental justice, and green architecture and
building. All sections have a concise editorial introduction that places the selection in context and suggests further reading.
Additional sections cover tools for sustainable development, international sustainable development, visions of sustainable
community and case studies from around the world. The book also includes educational exercises for individuals, university
classes, or community groups, and an extensive list of recommended readings. The anthology remains unique in presenting a
broad array of classic and contemporary readings in this field, each with a concise introduction placing it within the context of this
evolving discourse. The Sustainable Urban Development Reader presents an authoritative overview of the field using original
sources in a highly readable format for university classes in urban studies, environmental studies, the social sciences, and related
fields. It also makes a wide range of sustainable urban planning-related material available to the public in a clear and accessible
way, forming an indispensable resource for anyone interested in the future of urban environments.
For more than forty years Jan Gehl has helped to transform urban environments around the world based on his research into the
ways people actually use—or could use—the spaces where they live and work. In this revolutionary book, Gehl presents his latest
work creating (or recreating) cityscapes on a human scale. He clearly explains the methods and tools he uses to reconfigure
unworkable cityscapes into the landscapes he believes they should be: cities for people. Taking into account changing
demographics and changing lifestyles, Gehl emphasizes four human issues that he sees as essential to successful city planning.
He explains how to develop cities that are Lively, Safe, Sustainable, and Healthy. Focusing on these issues leads Gehl to think of
even the largest city on a very small scale. For Gehl, the urban landscape must be considered through the five human senses and
experienced at the speed of walking rather than at the speed of riding in a car or bus or train. This small-scale view, he argues, is
too frequently neglected in contemporary projects. In a final chapter, Gehl makes a plea for city planning on a human scale in the
fast- growing cities of developing countries. A “Toolbox,” presenting key principles, overviews of methods, and keyword lists,
concludes the book. The book is extensively illustrated with over 700 photos and drawings of examples from Gehl’s work around
the globe.
The founder of Architizer.com and practicing architect draws on his unique position at the crossroads of architecture and social
media to highlight 100 important buildings that embody the future of architecture. We’re asking more of architecture than ever
before; the response will define our future. A pavilion made from paper. A building that eats smog. An inflatable concert hall. A
research lab that can walk through snow. We’re entering a new age in architecture—one where we expect our buildings to deliver
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far more than just shelter. We want buildings that inspire us while helping the environment; buildings that delight our senses while
serving the needs of a community; buildings made possible both by new technology and repurposed materials. Like an
architectural cabinet of wonders, this book collects the most innovative buildings of today and tomorrow. The buildings hail from all
seven continents (to say nothing of other planets), offering a truly global perspective on what lies ahead. Each page captures the
soaring confidence, the thoughtful intelligence, the space-age wonder, and at times the sheer whimsy of the world’s most inspired
buildings—and the questions they provoke: Can a building breathe? Can a skyscraper be built in a day? Can we 3D-print a house?
Can we live on the moon? Filled with gorgeous imagery and witty insight, this book is an essential and delightful guide to the future
being built around us—a future that matters more, and to more of us, than ever.
Buildings Used takes the reader on an exploration into the impact of use on buildings and users. While most histories and theories
of architecture focus on a building’s conception, design, and realization, this book argues that its identity is formed after its
completion through use; and that the cultural and psychological effects of its use on those inhabiting it are profound. Across eight
investigative chapters, authors Nora Lefa and Pavlos Lefas propose that use should not be understood merely as function.
Instead, this book argues that we also use buildings by creating, destroying or appropriating them, and discusses a series of
philosophical, cultural and design issues related to use. Buildings Used would appeal to students and scholars in architectural
theory, history and cultural studies.
In its exploration of how spaces become places, The Spaces between Buildings invites readers to see anew the spaces they
encounter every day and often take for granted.
The first Danish language version of this book, published in 1971, was very much a protest against the functionalistic principles for planning
cities and residential areas that prevailed during that period. The book carried an appeal to show concern for the people who were to move
about between buildings, and it urged an understanding of the subtle, almost indefinable - but definite - qualities, which have always related
to the interaction of people in public spaces, and it pointed to the life between buildings as a dimension of architecture that needs to be
carefully treated. Now 40 years later, many architectural trends and ideologies have passed by over the years. These intervening years have
also shown that the liveliness and liveability of cities and residential areas continues to be a important issue. The intensity in which fine public
spaces are used at this point in time, as well as the greatly increased general interest in the quality of cities and their public spaces
emphasises this point. The character of life between buildings changes with changes in any given social context, but the essential principles
and quality criteria to be employed when working with life between buildings has proven to be remarkably constant. Though this work over the
years has been updated and revised several times, this version bears little resemblance with the very early versions, however there was no
reason to change the basic message: Take good care of the life between your buildings.
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and McKinsey Best Book of the Year Award in 2011 “A masterpiece.” —Steven D. Levitt, coauthor of
Freakonomics “Bursting with insights.” —The New York Times Book Review A pioneering urban economist presents a myth-shattering look at
the majesty and greatness of cities America is an urban nation, yet cities get a bad rap: they're dirty, poor, unhealthy, environmentally
unfriendly . . . or are they? In this revelatory book, Edward Glaeser, a leading urban economist, declares that cities are actually the healthiest,
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greenest, and richest (in both cultural and economic terms) places to live. He travels through history and around the globe to reveal the
hidden workings of cities and how they bring out the best in humankind. Using intrepid reportage, keen analysis, and cogent argument,
Glaeser makes an urgent, eloquent case for the city's importance and splendor, offering inspiring proof that the city is humanity's greatest
creation and our best hope for the future.
How do we accommodate a growing urban population in a way that is sustainable, equitable, and inviting? This question is becoming
increasingly urgent to answer as we face diminishing fossil-fuel resources and the effects of a changing climate while global cities continue to
compete to be the most vibrant centers of culture, knowledge, and finance. Jan Gehl has been examining this question since the 1960s,
when few urban designers or planners were thinking about designing cities for people. But given the unpredictable, complex and ephemeral
nature of life in cities, how can we best design public infrastructure—vital to cities for getting from place to place, or staying in place—for human
use? Studying city life and understanding the factors that encourage or discourage use is the key to designing inviting public space. In How to
Study Public Life Jan Gehl and Birgitte Svarre draw from their combined experience of over 50 years to provide a history of public-life study
as well as methods and tools necessary to recapture city life as an important planning dimension. This type of systematic study began in
earnest in the 1960s, when several researchers and journalists on different continents criticized urban planning for having forgotten life in the
city. City life studies provide knowledge about human behavior in the built environment in an attempt to put it on an equal footing with
knowledge about urban elements such as buildings and transport systems. Studies can be used as input in the decision-making process, as
part of overall planning, or in designing individual projects such as streets, squares or parks. The original goal is still the goal today: to
recapture city life as an important planning dimension. Anyone interested in improving city life will find inspiration, tools, and examples in this
invaluable guide.
Visual Delight in Architecture examines the many ways that our lives are enriched by the presence of natural daylight and window views
within our buildings. It makes a compelling case that daily exposure to the rhythms of daylight is essential to our health and well-being, tied to
the very genetic foundations of our physiology and cognitive function. It describes all the subtlety, beauty, and pleasures of well-daylit spaces
and attractive window views, and explains how these are woven into the fabric of both our everyday sensory experience and enduring cultural
perspectives. All types of environmental designers, along with anyone interested in human health and well- being, will fi nd new insights
offered by Visual Delight in Architecture. The book is both accessible and provocative, full of personal stories and persuasive research,
helping designers to gain a deeper understanding of the scientific basis of their designs, scientists to better grasp the real-world implications
of their work, and everyone to more fully appreciate the role of windows in their lives.
Thirty years after its publication, The Death and Life of Great American Cities was described by The New York Times as "perhaps the most
influential single work in the history of town planning....[It] can also be seen in a much larger context. It is first of all a work of literature; the
descriptions of street life as a kind of ballet and the bitingly satiric account of traditional planning theory can still be read for pleasure even by
those who long ago absorbed and appropriated the book's arguments." Jane Jacobs, an editor and writer on architecture in New York City in
the early sixties, argued that urban diversity and vitality were being destroyed by powerful architects and city planners. Rigorous, sane, and
delightfully epigrammatic, Jacobs's small masterpiece is a blueprint for the humanistic management of cities. It is sensible, knowledgeable,
readable, indispensable. The author has written a new foreword for this Modern Library edition.
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